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COOL, QUIRKY AND COSMOPOLITAN, CATALONIA’S CAPITAL IS, 
FOR MANY, ONE OF EUROPE’S GREATEST CITIES – AND, FOR 

PROPERTY PUNDITS, AN EVER-MORE DESIRABLE DESTINATION 
FOR FOREIGN INVESTMENT.
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If  you’re in the mood to surrender to a city’s charms, let it be in 
Barcelona. A Gothic marvel on the Mediterranean Sea, Spain’s 
second-largest city bubbles with life, be it on the famous pedestrian 
boulevard, La Rambla; in the funky bohemian quarter of  El Born; 
or in the countless cafés that line the narrow alleys of  the Gothic 

Quarter, Barri Gòtic. A hub of  world-class art and design, unbeatable cuisine 
and pulsating nightlife, with a relaxed open-air lifestyle, Barcelona consistently 
holds its own as one of  Europe’s best cities in which to live, work or invest. 

‘As an investment destination, Barcelona has always been on our radar,’ 
says Chris Immelman, managing director of  Pam Golding International, who 
notes that the city enjoys excellent travel links throughout the Schengen area, 
and that Spain’s economy is growing at double the average of  the Eurozone. 
‘But, until now, Barcelona had precious little new property stock to offer,’ he 
adds.

All this has changed with the lifting of  the 2015 ban on new applications 
for developments, says Immelman, explaining that licences are now being 
granted for new developments or total refurbs in some of  the most desirable 
areas of  the city. ‘Add to this the fact that buyers can also benefit from Spanish 
residency with property purchases in excess of  €500 000, and Barcelona is a 
no-brainer for Africans seeking sound investments in hard currency,’ he says.

While the country’s property market was hard hit by the 2008 financial 
crisis, 2017 offers an excellent opportunity to buy property in Spain for a 
unique combination of  reasons, confirms Alexander Vaughan, founding 
partner of  Lucas Fox, Pam Golding Properties’ associate in Barcelona. ‘Prices 
are still up to 25% below their pre-2008 peak in some regions, offering great 
potential for capital appreciation. In addition, interest rates remain low and 
there are increasing numbers of  competitive mortgage deals around for 
foreign buyers.’

Vaughan explains how, aside from in Barri Gòtic, Barcelona’s Old Town, 
where tourist rental licences are still banned, short-term rental gains can 
also be hugely profitable for buy-to-let investors, as the city offers year-round 
rentability. ‘And long-term rental yields are rising too, up to 5% in prime 
city areas. All this – combined with Barcelona’s obvious lifestyle benefits and 
enviable climate – has created ideal buying conditions.’

A BUYER’S MARKET – FOR NOW 
At around €4 000 per square metre, the average price of  property in Barcelona 
is still half  that in London, Paris or Rome. But, says Vaughan, there remains 
a shortage of  new-development homes in the city, which is pushing up prices 
faster than the national average. ‘As a whole, the Spanish property market is 

OPENING SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT Flanked by plane 
trees, La Rambla is central Barcelona’s famous pedestrian boulevard, 
popular with tourists and locals alike; Antonio Gaudí’s idiosyncratic mark 
is to be seen everywhere in the city, including at Park Güell, a public 
park designed by the famous Spanish Catalan architect, which is situated 
on Barcelona’s Carmel Hill; skinny jeans, plaid shirts and bushy beards are 
standard in El Born, Barcelona’s trendiest neighbourhood, where young 
and artsy gafapastas (hipsters) hang out in chic bars and cool restaurants.  
THIS PAGE, FROM TOP Providing a heady assault on the senses, 
the Mercat de Sant Josep de la Boqueria, or simply ‘La Boqueria’ as 
it is known to the locals, is an enormous food market situated in Old 
Barcelona; viewpoint in magical Park Güell; to ‘tapear’ – or hop from 
bar to bar for drinks  and tapas – is an essential part of the social 
culture of Spain and something every visitor should  experience  
OPPOSITE, FROM TOP Backdropped by the iconic sail-like W Hotel, 
Barceloneta Beach is just 10 minutes’ from the city centre; situated amid 
the corporate buildings, five-star hotels and sleek shopping centres of 
Barcelona’s Diagonal Mar district, the Diagonal Port development comprises 
143 contemporary apartments, each with a private terrace and magnificent 
views. Priced from €345 900. For more information, visit pamgolding.co.za/
property-development/barcelona/diagonal-port

‘The house-buying process in Spain is relatively 
straightforward,’ says Chris Immelman, ‘but we advise clients 
to use a lawyer and will gladly provide recommendations for 
suitably experienced English-speaking professionals in Spain.’

Before acceptance of your offer, a small holding deposit 
is held by the real estate agency to take the house off the 
market, and then when signing the contrato privado de arras 
– a simple contract between buyer and seller – you will pay a 
deposit, usually 10% of the purchase price. Should the seller 
withdraw from the sale at this point, you will be entitled to 
receive double your deposit as compensation; if you withdraw, 
your deposit will be lost. Prior to completion of the public 
deed (escritura de compraventa), you will need to apply for a 
Spanish tax number and a bank account in Spain. 

When buying a new-build from a developer, VAT (10%) and 
stamp duty (in Catalonia, 1,5%) of the purchase price applies. 
When buying a resale property, you will have to pay transfer 
tax (10% in Catalonia) and notary and land registry fees 
(between €1 000 and €2 000, depending on the purchase price 
and complexity of the deed).

Other costs to be aware of include local taxes (IBI – Impuesto 
Sobre Bienes Inmuebles), which are calculated on the land’s 
value as assigned by the Spanish Tax Office; variable monthly 

The Spanish acquisition
community fees (applicable when purchasing an apartment, 
not a detached house); non-resident income tax (if the 
property is for your personal use only this is usually around 
0,2% of its value; if you rent it out, you will pay tax at 19% [for 
EU residents] or 24% [for non-EU residents] on the income 
derived; and an annual wealth tax (patrimonio), applicable to all 
property owners and calculated on a sliding scale of between 
0,2 and 2,5% of the net value of your Spanish assets, although 
there is a tax-free allowance of €700 000 for non-residents. 

‘A hub of  world-class art and design, unbeatable cuisine 
and pulsating nightlife, with a relaxed open-air lifestyle, 

Barcelona holds its own as an investment’
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In September 2013, the Spanish 
government passed a new 

law granting non-EU citizens 
automatic residency when they 

spend €500 000 or more on 
property or land in Spain. The 

long-anticipated legislation has 
opened the door to thousands 

of potential investors looking 
to benefit from the country’s 

historic low property prices and 
fantastic lifestyle benefits.
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experiencing an accelerated recovery, and 2016 saw a price increase in the 
country’s key cities and desirable coastal regions of  around 14%. However, in 
prime micro-areas, such as Barcelona’s upmarket Eixample district and its Old 
Town, prices rose by significantly more due to high demand and limited stock – 
a trend we expect to see continue throughout 2017.’

Vaughan explains that an increasing number of  international companies 
and start-ups are choosing to relocate either all or part of  their operations to 
the city, which is raising prices even further. ‘A significant number of  our sales 
in Barcelona, which increased by 31% last year, were of  new-development 
houses, three-quarters of  which were bought by international investors. 
We believe that these turnkey homes will continue to drive the recovery 
throughout 2017, and expect to see around a thousand new houses, with 
a total value of  €550 million, come onto the Barcelonan market this year.’

WALKING ON SUNSHINE
Barcelona is really three cities, each sharply distinct in character, the newest 
enclosing the older two. On the perimeter, laced with ribbons of  freeway, 
are the industrial suburbs that grew up in the post-1945 years of  the Franco 
dictatorship; they are the products of  unconstrained growth in the 1950s and 
’60s – a sprawl of  factories and housing blocks for the thousands of  migrant 
workers who flooded the city and decisively changed its social mix. 

Inside this is the big 19th-century grid of  the Eixample, or Enlargement: 
the New City, a repetitive carpet of  squares slit by larger avenues, all laid out 
on paper in 1859 and mostly ‘filled in’ by 1910. The Eixample, particularly 
the Eixample Right close to the exclusive Paseo de Gràcia shopping avenue, 
is one of  the most desirable (and expensive) districts in the city. ‘Here, 
an 85m2 apartment with a terrace in a period building will cost between 
€400 000 (unrenovated) and €600 000 (renovated),’ says Vaughan.

Where the grid of  the Eixample meets the bay, the regular march of  units 
breaks up and becomes a cluster from which old square towers and Gothic 
peaks rise. This is the Old City, the Barri Gòtic or Gothic Quarter, and the 
heart of  tourist Barcelona. Many of  the steeply priced apartments here are 
used for holiday lets but, since the issuing of  tourist rental licences in the area is 
now prohibited, new buyers are only those wealthy enough to live in the suburb 
themselves or lucky enough to find long-term tenants with equally deep pockets. 

Barcelona’s ‘uptown’, the Zona Alta, which includes the upmarket areas  
of  Turo Park and Pedralbes, is close to the city’s best international schools and  
popular with both foreign residents and wealthy locals. ‘In this area, a 120m2 
three-bedroom apartment with a terrace will cost around €600 000, while  
a six-bedroom family home with a pool will set you back in excess of  
€4m million,’ says Vaughan.

Outside the city, the coastal areas of  Sitges and Maresme continue to attract 
growing numbers of  international buyers, he adds. ‘Maresme, the region to 
the north of  Barcelona, has seen its number of  international residents grow 
by 350% in the last 10 years.’
Pam Golding Properties has partnered with Lucas Fox (lucasfox.com) in Barcelona to offer 
African investors a choice purchasing opportunity in this flourishing city. For more information, 
contact Theresa Fernandez, PA to Chris Immelman, at theresa.fernandez@pamgolding.co.za

KEY FEATURES OF THE GOLDEN VISA 
PROGRAMME

> Investors are entitled to stay in Spain for an initial 
period of two years.

> Investors can travel without a visa within the 
26-country Schengen area.

> Investors can obtain a further five-year residency 
visa, which is then renewable every five years 
as long as the investment threshold of €500 000 
is maintained. They are required to travel to Spain 
just once during each residency period.

> After five years of residency, investors are 
entitled to apply for permanent residency and, 
after 10 years’, they can apply for citizenship.

> The right to work in Spain is included.

> All the investor’s ascendants and descendants 
can obtain residency visas, regardless of their age.

> Couples acquiring properties together are not 
required to individually comply with the €500 000 
minimum investment.

> Unmarried couples, including same-sex couples, 
also can benefit from the law as long as they 
register their domestic partnership with the 
Spanish Civil Registry.

> Investors can purchase their properties in Spain 
either directly or indirectly through a company as 
long as they hold the majority of shares and the 
company is not based in a tax haven.

OPPOSITE PAGE Combining period charm with modern technology, 
six two-bedroom apartments, two two-bedroom lofts and a pair of  
two-bedroom penthouses are for sale in this 19th-century building in 
the heart of Barcelona’s historic Gothic Quarter. Priced from €790 000. For 
details, visit pamgolding.co.za/property-development/barcelona/marlet-1  
LEFT Plaça Espanya, built for the 1929 International Exhibition, is one 
of the city’s most important squares BELOW Festooned with architectural 
marvels, from Gaudí’s fantastical Sagrada Família church to Jean Nouvel’s 
modernist Agbar Tower, Barcelona’s skyline is instantly recognisable

Golden 
opportunity 


